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For all his aspirations, even Alberto Giacomini did not  

envisage quite the success achieved by Giacomini s.p.a.  

when he first established the company in 1951 on the  

western side of Lake Orta, Italy. Expanding beyond his  

original dreams, his first small manufacturing unit has  

grown into a world leader, particularly noted for its  

design flair and engineering ingenuity.

Originally making its name in the brassware sectors  

with highly innovative lever ball, gate and radiator  

valves, Giacomini is now a byword for both components  

and complete environmental comfort systems for all  

types of buildings.

•  Family owned business, established in 1951 by the  

Giacomini family of Italy.

•  One of the Europe’s largest manufacturers, with a  

turnover in excess of £250m, exporting to over 100 

countries worldwide.

•  Over 30 years experience in underfloor heating, from 

manufacturing to design and installation.

•  Single point responsibility for the whole system, including 

screed (if required).

•  We manufacture all components to ensure quality,  

reliability and supply.

•  Full technical assistance is available at every stage from 

experienced UK based engineers.

•	 	Up	to	50	years	guarantee	on	all	pipework.

•	 	Up	to	10	years	guarantee	on	all	brass	components.

A World Leader in Underfloor Heating Systems
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DISTRIBUTION OF HEAT WITH RADIANT FLOORS

A traditional radiator system transfers energy into a room or 

space largely by convection. This convection results in the 

floor being the coolest part of the room, leaving a mass of 

warm air at ceiling level. It also picks up fine dust particles 

from the floor and distributes them into the air and over 

furnishings.

An underfloor system, however, heats almost entirely by 

radiation. This is the most natural and comfortable form of 

heating, like the sun. Radiant energy is emitted by the floor, 

partly reflected by each surface and partly absorbed. Where it 

is absorbed, that surface becomes a secondary heat emitter. 

After a while, all surfaces and furnishings themselves radiate 

energy and the room becomes evenly and uniformly warmed.

The energy reaches into every corner of the room or 

space, which means no cold spots, no warm ceiling and no 

cold feet! In buildings with high ceilings, the temperature 

actually reduces as the height increases, whilst with other 

systems, the convection effect increases the temperatures 

at high level, giving a high heat loss through the roof. In 

addition to this, with underfloor heating, the comfort level 

is achieved with an air temperature that is 2°C lower than 

convection heating systems. These factors mean that when 

designing an underfloor heating system, little allowance is 

required for buildings with high ceilings such as churches, 

barns, sports halls and similar buildings.

How Underfloor Heating Works

DISTRIBUTION OF HEAT WITH RADIATORS
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The Benefits Of Underfloor Heating

• It can reduce running costs by 30%

• It is the most comfortable form of heating

•  It is safe, unobtrusive, frees wall space and is  

quiet in operation

• It is virtually maintenance free

• It is easy to control

And it’s healthier. Underfloor heating reduces humidity  

within floor coverings, preventing dust mites from surviving or  

ensuring that they rise to the surface, where regular cleaning  

removes them. The reduction in air movement with underfloor  

heating also reduces the ingress of airborne and carpet or  

floor covering fungi spores, leading to an allergy free 

environment.

The system is installed within the building floor construction. 

It comprises a cross link polyethylene (PE-X) pipe or 

polybutylene (Pb) pipe, specifically manufactured for 

underfloor heating by Giacomini, installed within the floor 

in a specific design configuration with Giacomini system 

components to suit the floor type.

Water at temperatures of 45–65°C is circulated through 

a network of underfloor pipework, heating the floor to a 

temperature of 23–32°C and turning the floor into a low 

temperature heat emitter.

It can be installed in any type of floor construction: screed 

concrete; structural concrete; timber joisted and timber 

floating floors with nearly all floor coverings.
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Solid floor underfloor heating systems include all floor 

constructions that have underfloor heating pipework 

embedded in concrete or screed.

They include concrete structural floors and concrete screed 

floors, as well as block and beam floors with a screed finish.

The structure of the concrete floor will depend upon the 

structural requirements of the floor. A typical concrete floor 

section is shown pointing out the different elements of the 

floor structure and showing the Giacomini underfloor heating 

pipework within the structure.

The sub-base will usually be made up of two layers, the first 

being a compact or consolidated hard-core, which will have 

a binding layer on top. A damp proof membrane (DPM) is 

usually included at this level; this is essential to stop moisture 

transfer into the concrete base.

Insulation is then laid, which is necessary to meet current 

building ‘U’ values to comply with current building 

regulations, as well as to reduce the heat loss from the 

underfloor heating pipework to the floor below.

Giacomini PE-X or Pb pipework is then laid, held in place 

with one of the anchorage types and the concrete. The 

makeup and thickness of the concrete will be determined 

by the structural requirements of the floor. Concrete used 

for this type of underfloor heating should not include any 

insulating materials. The heating pipework is positioned 

giving a minimum screed depth of 60mm.

Screed floors will be laid onto a sub-base, which can be a 

concrete base or a block and beam sub floor.

Screed Floor System
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Underfloor heating systems may be successfully installed 

within suspended floors providing the floor is constructed to 

suit the application. Therefore it is essential that planning 

begins at an early stage in the project and the building 

contractor is informed of the construction required for the 

radiant panel. The underfloor heating plated system can be 

easily adapted to accommodate a number of special floor 

details, including sprung floors, acoustic pads and cross 

battens.

Suspended floor systems include both joisted floors with 

conventional joists, supported on end walls of sleeper walls, 

as well as solid floors with battens fixed to the floor. The 

underfloor heating system consists of aluminium diffusion 

plates between the joists or battens. The diffusion plates are 

grooved to accept the heating pipework.

Sprung	floor: With battens loose laid onto blocks supported 

on a solid base, the underfloor heating is fitted in the normal 

manner, but using double sided tape to hold the plates in 

position. The use of tape avoids dislodging the battens when 

fixing the plates.

Acoustic	pads: To reduce sound transmission from the floor, 

an acoustic pad is included in the floor makeup. This pad 

should be fitted to the top of the joist or batten with the 

diffusion plate being fixed to the pad with double sided tape. 

Fixings must not penetrate the pad as this will lead to acoustic 

bridging.

Cross	battens: If joist centres are not suitable for installing 

the diffusion plate, the floor can be cross battened with the 

battens fixed at 400mm centres. The underfloor heating 

system can be installed on the cross battens. Outputs from  

the plated system are limited to 70W/m2 and floor loadings  

are unaffected by this type of system, but will depend upon 

the construction for installation.

Joisted/Batten Floor System
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Floating floors reduce the overall loading within a building, 

reducing the weight of the floor compared to other floor 

systems.

Insulation panels are pre-grooved at 200mm centres with a 

bell shaped groove at one end of the panel to allow the pipe to 

turn at the end of its run.

The grooves are made so an aluminium plate can be 

installed that spreads the heat from the pipe to the 

underside of the floor. The panels are produced in a range 

from 30mm–100mm in thickness. The installation of this 

system is very simple. Panels are laid with the bell at each 

end of the room with panels butt jointed and cut to size.

Once the panels are in place, the aluminium plates are fitted 

within the grooves in much the same way as the plated 

system, leaving a gap at each end for the pipe turns.

Floating Floor System
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To obtain maximum comfort from an underfloor radiant 

installation, it must be designed with great care.

First of all it is important to know the physical characteristics 

of the building in which the system is to be installed, in 

particular the ‘U’ valve of the insulation, so as to correctly 

estimate potential heat loss through the building itself.

The level of comfort required may vary from one room to 

another within the same building, depending on the purpose 

and conditions of the environment. In the case of living 

areas, approx 20°C is considered an adequate, comfortable 

ambient temperature. Also consideration should be given to 

the UNI EN 1264 norm in terms of maximum floor surface 

temperature acceptable for the human body, which is reported 

to be equal to 35°C for peripheral zones, 33°C for bathrooms 

and 29°C for living areas.

Another very important aspect to be considered is the 

superficial floor cover of the various rooms, both as regards 

the type of material used and the thickness of the same, since 

these factors are extremely influential in the design phase of a 

radiant system.

In the design phase it is also useful to be aware of the position 

where the manifold will be placed within the area to be heated, 

in order to achieve best supply and return circuit distribution. 

For this reason it is advisable to position the manifold in a 

fairly central area in relation to the various rooms which will 

be served by the radiant system, and choosing a spot which 

will also allow easy inspection.

The layout of the circuits composing the installation can be of 

the “spiral” type or of the “coil” type. The spiral distribution 

guarantees a more uniform surface temperature distribution. 

On the other hand, the coil distribution causes a gradual drop 

in the superficial temperature from the manifold supply point 

to the return point, this makes the coil distribution more 

suitable in applications, where there are large screed areas, 

such as industrial floors.

Pitch

Pi
tc

h

Pitch

Pi
tc

h

Spiral-type distribution Coil-type distribution

Project Parameters
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When reaching the actual installation dimensioning phase, it 

will therefore be necessary to consider the various aspects 

evaluated in the preparatory phase: (thermal insulation, floor 

cover, manifold position) in addition to the other factors, such 

as pressure loss and ∆T. temperature difference.

For the practical calculation of the pipe spacing and thermal 

output the following steps must be followed:

•  First of all the maximum installation supply temperature 

and the required ambient comfort temperature must be 

established. With this data follow the diagram to obtain the 

value of the ∆Th logarithmic mean, analytically defined as: 

	 ∆Th =  

 

 where:  T
v
 =  supply temperature [°C] 

T
R
 =  return temperature [°C] 

T
a
 =  ambient temperature [°C] 

ln =  natural logarithm

•  Once the choice of floor cover is known, with the ∆Th 

value obtained from the diagram, it is possible to find the 

spacing between the pipes corresponding to the thermal 

requirement q expressed in W/m2.
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Surface finish: CERAMIC
Thermal output as a function of 

 ΔTh logarithmic mean and of T pitch between the tubes
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Surface finish: PARQUET
Thermal output as a function of 

ΔTh logarithmic mean and of T pitch between the tubes
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Surface finish: LIGHTWEIGHT CARPETING
Thermal output as a function of 

 ΔTh logarithmic mean and of T pitch between the tubes
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Surface finish: THICK CARPETING
Thermal output as a function of 

 ΔTh logarithmic mean and of T pitch between the tubes
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Thermal comfort is known to be influenced not only by 

air temperature, but also by the temperature of surfaces 

surrounding the person and by the presence of draughts.

An area heated with a low temperature radiant system, 

especially if the height is significant, has low air movement. 

This avoids air stratification, which occurs with traditional 

heating systems and a notable upward dispersion of heat, as 

well as excessively dry ambient air.    

In an industrial floor, for example, consideration must be given 

to the fact that the floor installation may function 24hrs a 

day. This allows for more constant thermal output and for 

the heat source to operate with a seasonal average output, 

out-performing that of traditional installation solutions.

Design of Rooms with High Ceilings 
such as Industrial Buildings and Churches
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Typical Underfloor Heating Pipe Layout
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Giacomini U.K. Ltd
Unit 2, Goodrich Close
Westerleigh Business Park
Yate
BS37 5YT
TEL: 01454 311 012
FAX: 01454 316 345
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Underfloor heating requires water flow temperatures of 

approximately 45°C–60°C, depending on the design, heat 

loading and type of system. With a typical temperature drop 

across the underfloor heating flow and return of between  

5°C–10°C, the return water temperature can be as low as 35°C.  

This can be important when considering which boiler is to be 

used in conjunction with the Giacomini underfloor heating 

system. Some oil boilers, for example, may need additional 

controls to provide protection from low return temperatures.

Single areas of underfloor heating can be effectively 

controlled by means of a room thermostat and a two port 

motorised valve. This control can be further enhanced by using 

a programmable room thermostat to provide both time and 

temperature control. Many programmable thermostats now 

have additional control features, such as night set back and 

optimum start, which can be utilised with underfloor heating 

systems.

Individual rooms fed from the same manifold can be controlled 

by means of room thermostats and Giacomini Thermoelectric 

Actuators. Giacomini Thermoelectric Actuators are designed 

for a simple twist fitting to the regulating valves on the return 

header manifold. 

When multiple room control is required, the room thermostats 

can be wired through a Giacomini control centre, as shown on 

the opposite page.

Controls
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Typical Mixing Manifold PM100W Wiring Layout

Diagram	shows	4	thermostats	controlling	4	single	UFH	loops	and	1	thermostat	controlling	4	loops

Note:

Pump and boiler will switch on only after a  

4 minute delay. Neutral for pump. Boiler must 

return to PM100 as shown.

For a voltage free signal to boiler, connection 18 

is to be substituted for voltage from boiler.

THERMOSTATS	
(VOLTAGE	FREE)

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

EXTERNAL	LINES

230V	AC

N			L

230V	AC

230V	AC

BC			D

N														N230V	
OUT

PM100W

E

F
G

A

PUMP

BOILER

ACTUATORS

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 18 19 20 21 22 25 26

27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 48 49 51 52

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

KEY

A.		High	limit	sensor	on	
manifold

B.		Jumper	to	substitute	
time	clock

C.		230V	output	(via	
external	link)	to	boiler	
switch

D.		230V	output	(via	
external	link)	to	pump	
switch

E.		Connections	27-42	
reserved	for	stat	inputs

F.	 	Thermostat	indicators

G.		Power	switch
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Typical Distribution Manifold Wiring Layout

RET	230L	
THERMOSTAT

RET	230L	
THERMOSTAT

GIACOMINI	
ACTUATOR	

HEAD

GIACOMINI	
ACTUATOR	

HEAD

GIACOMINI	
ACTUATOR	

HEAD

GIACOMINI	
ACTUATOR	

HEAD

L	
230v	
N
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Weather Compensation

Weather compensation is a highly efficient way of controlling 

a heating system, which monitors the outside temperature, 

providing water to the manifold at the optimum temperature.

This graph shows how the supply water temperature varies 

with the outside temperature 

The very low flow temperatures generated by this system are 

ideal for use with condensing type boilers, allowing them to 

operate at maximum efficiency almost continuously. 

Our	weather	compensator	can	be	added	onto	the		

mixing	manifold	for	greater	fuel	economy	and	optimum		

comfort	levels.

 

Features include:

•  Night setback

•  Intelligent optimization

•  Automatic temperature adjustment that reacts to  

outside temperatures

•  Fully programmable

•  Can be used with existing mixing manifold to upgrade  

old systems

Please	contact	our	Sales	Office	on	01454	311012	for		

further	details.

1. High Mass Radiant

2. Low Mass Radiant

3. Convector
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In radiant floor systems a fundamental role is played by the 

tubing, which is laid on the insulation panels. These pipes 

are flexible and therefore easy to install, as well as having 

chemical-physical characteristics, suitable for radiant systems. 

Giacomini pipes in PE-X, Pb and PE-RT are equipped with an 

anti-oxygen barrier (BAO), which prevents the risk of corrosion 

of iron components of the installation, since the quantity of 

oxygen permeating from outside becomes totally negligible. 

The ISO 10508 norm refers to tubing in plastic material 

for conveyance of hot and cold water and establishes a 

subdivision of the various types of pipes in application classes. 

Plastic Pipes

APPLICATION	
CLASS

TUBING TYPES

1*

OPERATING	
TEMPERATURE	

T
0
	[°C]

60

TIME
T

0

[years]

49

Tmax
[°C]

80

TIME
Tmax

	[years]

1

EXCESSIVE	TEMPERATURE	
DUE	TO	

MALFUNCTIONING
T

M
	[°C]

95

TIME
T

M

[hours]

100

FIELD	OF	APPLICATION

Sanitary hot water (60°C)

2* 70 49 80 1 95 100 Sanitary hot water  (70°C)

4 20
40
60

2.5
20
25

70 2.5 100 100 Underfloor heating and  
low temperature radiators

5 20
60
80

14
25
10

90 1 100 100 High temperature
 radiators

(*) Classes 1 and 2 depend on international, national or local regulations
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The Giacomini plastic material pipes in PE-X, Pb, PE-RT, PE-X/

Al/PE-X and PE-RT/Al/PE-RT, used for radiant floor systems,  

all fall within class 4 of the chart on the previous page. 

Giacomini tubing is a synthetic material produced in 

accordance with the norms in force and is subject to quality 

controls as established by the same.

Precautions

Synthetic material pipes require certain necessary precautions 

to guarantee durability and functionality.

•  Keep the pipes in their special packaging until the moment 

of use

•  Store the pipes in dry, covered position to avoid packaging 

being damaged by humidity

•  Avoid pipes coming into contact with sharp objects which 

could cause damage

•  Sever the pipes with special pipe cutters in order to achieve 

a clean, perpendicular, snag-free cut

•  Avoid formation of ice, since the change of status can 

damage the pipe

•  Keep the pipe away from free flames

•  Avoid contact with chemical solvents or paint which could 

damage the pipe
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The Giacotherm high density cross linked polyethylene 

pipe with anti-oxygen (BAO) barrier allows the pressurized 

distribution of hot and cold water in heating and cooling 

radiant panel systems, offering many advantages compared 

to the traditional copper or iron distribution, thanks to the 

durability of PE-X pipe and the fact that it is not likely to suffer 

from encrustation or electro-chemical problems, is easy and 

simple to install, with noticeable labour saving.

The chemical cross linking process ensures the correct 

mechanical, chemical and thermal characteristics and the high 

quality and reliability standards appropriate for its use. 

The scrupulous manufacturing and detailed controls ensure 

the achievement of high standard quality tubing, which 

guarantees a durable and reliable performance.

PE-X
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R996 PE-X PIPE

Maximum operating temperature 95°C

Softening temperature 130°C

Density 946 kg/m3

Degree of reticulation > 65%

Resistance to 23°C traction 20÷25 N/mm2 (200÷250 bar)

Lengthening at 23°C breaking  300÷500%

Elasticity module at 23°C 1070 N/mm2

Resilience No breaking

Coefficient of linear expansion at 20°C 1.4·10-4  1/K

Coefficient of linear expansion at 100°C 2.0·10-4  1/K

Thermal conductivity of pipe λ = 0.35 W/mK

Linear dispersion of sheathed pipe, laid in air 0.22 W/mK

Min radius of curvature without pipe curving device 5 · Dest

PIPE	TECHNICAL	DATA	
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The Giacotherm pipe in PE-X is supplied in coils of various 

sizes and distributed in special carton boxes, which facilitate 

Thermal Expansion

ΔT
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CODE

R996Y018

R996Y025

R996Y047

PACKAGING AND DIMENSIONS

SIzE		[mm]

14 x 2

15 x 2

16 x 1.5

ANTI-OXYGEN	BARRIER

BAO

BAO

BAO

COILS	LENGTH		[m]

240 m

100 m

100 m

R996Y048 16 x 1.5 BAO 240 m

R996Y027 16 x 2 BAO 100 m

R996Y019 16 x 2 BAO 240 m

R996Y064 16 x 2 BAO 600 m

R996Y054 17 x 2 BAO 100 m

R996Y062 17 x 2 BAO 120 m

R996Y051 17 x 2 BAO 240 m

R996Y052 17 x 2 BAO 600 m

R996Y049 18 x 2 BAO 100 m

R996Y020 18 x 2 BAO 240 m

R996Y050 18 x 2 BAO 500 m

R996Y021 20 x 2 BAO 100 m

R996Y024 20 x 2 BAO 150 m

R996Y022 20 x 2 BAO 240 m

R996Y053 20 x 2 BAO 400 m

storage and protect the pipe both from sunlight and accidental 

damage.
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Connections

Connection to distribution manifolds must be implemented by 

means of the Giacomini R179 adaptors of the appropriate size 

for the pipe being used.

Thermal Expansion 

In the design and installation phases of applications with PE-X 

pipework, the thermal expansion must be taken into account.

Thermal expansion is calculated as: 

 ∆l = α · L · ∆T

 where:  ∆l = expansion [mm] 

α = coefficient of linear thermal expansion 

       (0.14 [mm/mK]) 

L = pipe length [m] 

∆T = temperature variation [K] o [°C]
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The R986 Giacomini polybutylene pipe is used for hot and 

cold water distribution in heating and cooling radiant panel 

systems, in traditional heating systems distribution and in the 

distribution of  hot and cold water for sanitary use. 

The manufacturing of the Pb pipe starts from the 1-buthene 

monomer and realizing a specific stereo polymerization 

assisted by the Ziegler Natta catalyzer. This stereo-specificity 

of the reaction allows the achievement of neat and crystalline 

molecular structures with high standard mechanical 

characteristics. 

Pb

R986 PB PIPE

Max operating temperature

Softening temperature

Density

Yielding point

Breaking strength

Lengthening at breaking

95°C

113°C

937 kg/m3

17.6 N/mm2 (176 bar)

33.4 N/mm2 (334 bar)

280%

Elasticity module 265 N/mm2

Weakening temperature -21°C

Melting point 124°C ÷ 126°C

Coefficient of thermal expansion 1.3·10-4  1/K

Pipe thermal conductivity λ = 0.22 W/mK

Fusion latent heat 100 kJ/kg

Min radius of curvature without pipe curving device 5·Dest

PIPE	TECHNICAL	DATA	
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The R986 polybutylene pipe is supplied in coils of various 

sizes distributed in special carton boxes to facilitate storage 

Thermal Expansion

Expansion [mm]
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and protect the pipe both from sunlight and accidental 

damage.

CODE

PACKAGING AND DIMENSIONS

SIzE		[mm] ANTI-OXYGEN	BARRIER COIL	LENGTH	[m]

R986Y114 14 x 1.5 BAO 240 m

R986Y115 15 x 2 BAO 100 m

R986Y116 16 x 2 BAO 100 m

R986Y117 16 x 2 BAO 240 m

R986Y130 16 x 2 BAO 500 m

R986Y118 18 x 2 BAO 100 m

R986Y119 18 x 2 BAO 240 m

R986Y120 20 x 2 BAO 100 m

R986Y122 22 x 2 BAO 100 m
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Connections

Connection to distribution manifolds must be implemented by 

means of the Giacomini R179 adaptors, of the appropriate size 

for the pipe being used.

Thermal Expansion 

In the design and installation phases of applications with PE-X 

pipework, the thermal expansion must be taken into account.

Thermal expansion is calculated as:

 ∆l = α · L · ∆T

 where:  ∆l = expansion [mm] 

α = coefficient of linear thermal expansion  

       (0.13 [mm/mK]) 

L = pipe length [m] 

∆T = temperature variation [K] o [°C]
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The PE-RT R978 polyethylene pipe with enhanced thermal 

resistance differs from the well-known cross bonded 

polyethylene PE-X, starting from the raw material with which 

they are respectively produced, since the compound used 

for PE-RT is specifically designed for this production. On a 

molecular level, it consists of a polyethylene polymer chain, 

which includes a minimal percentage of 1-ottene molecule. 

In fact, this is a co-polymer, providing a far greater thermal 

resistance than the traditional polyethylene.

PE-RT

The resistance to combined “pressure/temperature” stresses 

performed by PE-RT pipes is such as to indicate this product 

as suitable for the distribution of mixed water in panel 

installations. A series of advantages motivate its use, including 

the simplicity and rapidity of installation, with notable labour-

saving; the absence of welding and mechanical joints under 

the track, which could in time induce fluid leakage; the high 

durability of this material, which is not subject to encrustation 

or electro-chemical phenomena.

The scrupulous manufacturing and detailed controls ensure 

the achievement of high standard quality tubing, which 

guarantees a durable and reliable performance.

The PE-RT R978 Giacomini pipe is supplied in coils of various 

sizes and distributed in special carton boxes, which facilitate 

storage and protect the pipe both from sunlight and accidental 

damage.
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Thermal Expansion

ΔT

Expansion [mm]
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CODE

R978Y0122

PACKAGING AND DIMENSIONS

SIzE		[mm]

16 x 2

ANTI-OXYGEN	BARRIER

BAO

COIL	LENGTH		[m]

90 m

R978Y0124 16 x 2 BAO 120 m

R978Y0125 16 x 2 BAO 200 m

R978Y0127

R978Y0134

R986Y135

R986Y136 17 x 2 BAO 600 m

17 x 2 BAO 240 m

17 x 2 BAO 120 m

16 x 2 BAO 600 m

R978 PE-RT PIPE

Maximum operating temperature

Softening temperature

Density

Yielding point

Breaking strength

Lengthening at breaking

70°C

123°C

933 kg/m3

16.7 N/mm2 (167 bar)

34.3 N/mm2 (343 bar)

800%

Elasticity module 5600 N/mm2

Coefficient of thermal expansion 1.9·10-4 1/K

Pipe thermal conductivity  λ = 0.40 W/mK

Min radius of curvature without pipe curving unit 5·Dest  (per curve a 90°)     5.5·Dest  (per curve a 180°)

PIPE	TECHNICAL	DATA	
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Connections

Connection to distribution manifolds must be implemented by 

means of the Giacomini R179 adaptors of the appropriate size 

for the pipe being used. 

Thermal Expansion

In the design and installation phases of applications with PE-X 

pipework, the thermal expansion must be taken into account. 

Thermal expansion is calculated as:

 ∆l = α · L · ∆T

 where:  ∆l = expansion [mm] 

α = coefficient of linear thermal expansion 

       (0.19 [mm/mK]) 

L = pipe length [m] 

∆T = temperature variation [K] o [°C]
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The Giacomini R999 multi-layer pipe in PE-X/Al/PE-X can be 

used in the installation of hot and cold distribution systems 

for sanitary applications; heating and cooling radiant panel 

systems; traditional heating systems with cast iron, aluminium 

or steel heating elements.

The water distribution with synthetic material pipes provides 

enormous advantages:

•  The limited internal roughness of the pipe creates limited 

pressure drop, thereby guaranteeing the minimum pressure 

to the appliance’s usability, even when the upriver pressure 

available in the installations is low.

•  Greatly reduced sound transmission when compared with 

metallic pipework installations particularly during heat up 

and expansion.

The presence of the aluminium layer, welded head-to-head 

with laser technology, guarantees a secure barrier against 

oxygen and other gases, as well as conferring excellent  

crush resistance to the product.

The multi-layer PE-X/Al/PE-X pipe is suitable for conveying 

potable water according to the norms in force.

The multi-layer PE-X/Al/PE-X pipe is characterized by an 

internal layer in PE-Xb, an intermediate layer in aluminium, 

longitudinally welded with laser technology, and by an 

external layer in PE-Xb. The intermediate layers of adhesive 

homogenously bind the aluminium and PE-Xb layers. 

PE-X/Al/PE-X Multi-layer
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Before market distribution, the Giacomini multi-layer 

pipe undergoes a continuous series of controls, which 

are necessary to guarantee high quality standards. The 

productive cycle combines controls of the chemical-physical 

characteristics, dimensional controls and hydraulic controls, in 

order to identify any possible defects, which in time could give 

way to malfunctioning or leakage. Multi-layer PE-X/Al-PE-X pipe with adapter R179AM

PE-Xb

ADHESIVE

ALUMINIUM

ADHESIVE

PE-Xb

R999 MULTI-LAYER PE-X/AL/PE-X PIPE

Maximum operating temperature 

Operating pressure

Density

95°C

10 bar

933 kg/m3

Coefficient of linear expansion at  20°C 2.4·10-5 1/K

Pipe thermal conductivity λ = 0.4 W/mK

Internal roughness ε = 7·10-6 m

Min radius of curvature without pipe curving unit 5·Dest

PIPE	TECHNICAL	DATA
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The multi-layer PE-X/Al/PE-X pipe is supplied in 100m and 

200m coils packed in carton boxes, which facilitate storage 

and protect the pipe both from sunlight and accidental 

damage.

CODE

R999Y222

PACKAGING AND DIMENSIONS

SIzE		[mm]

16 x 2

ANTI-OXYGEN	BARRIER

0.2

COIL	LENGTH		[m]

100

R999Y223 16 x 2 0.2 200

R999Y232 18 x 2 0.2 100

R999Y233

R999Y242

R999Y243 20 x 2 0.2 200

20 x 2 0.2 100

18 x 2 0.2 200

ARTICLE

DIMENSIONS

D
est

	[mm] D
int

	[mm] Sp.	[mm] WEIGHT	[g/m]
WATER	CONTENT	

[l/m]

MIN	RADIUS	OF	CURVATURE		
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curving	unit)

R999   16 x 2 16

R999   18 x 2 18

R999   20 x 2 20
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Connections

For applications using the multi-layer PE-X/Al/PE-X pipes in 

radiant underfloor systems, Giacomini recommends the use of 

our R179AM adaptors, which include a section that insulates 

the aluminium from the brass fitting, preventing galvanic 

corrosion.

Thermal Expansion

In the design and installation phases of applications with PE-X 

pipework, the thermal expansion must be taken into account.

Thermal expansion is calculated as:

 ∆l = α · L · ∆T

 where:  ∆l = expansion [mm] 

α = coefficient of linear thermal expansion  

       (0.024 [mm/mK]) 

L = pipe length [m] 

∆T = temperature variation [K] o [°C]
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The presence of the aluminium layer, welded head-to-head 

with laser technology, guarantees a secure barrier against 

oxygen and other gases, as well as conferring excellent  

crush resistance to the product.

Water distribution with synthetic material pipes provides 

enormous advantages:

•  The limited internal roughness of the pipe creates limited 

pressure drop, thereby guaranteeing the minimum pressure 

to the appliances usability, even when the upriver pressure 

available in the installations is low.

•  Greatly reduced sound transmission when compared with 

metallic pipework installations particularly during heat up 

and expansion.

•  Very low thermal conductivity: approx 700 times lower 

than copper, 100 times lower than iron.

The multi-layer PE-RT/Al/PE-RT pipe is characterized by an 

internal layer in PE-RT, an intermediate layer in aluminium, 

longitudinally welded with laser technology, and by an 

external layer in PE-RT. The intermediate layers of adhesive 

homogenously bind the aluminium and PE-RT layers. 

PE-RT/Al/PE-RT Multi-layer
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Before market distribution, the multi-layer R977 pipe 

undergoes a continuous series of controls, which are 

necessary to guarantee high quality standards. The 

productive cycle combines controls of the chemical-physical 

characteristics, dimensional controls and hydraulic controls, in 

order to identify any possible defects, which in time could give 

way to malfunctioning or leakage. Multi-layer PE-RT/Al/PE-RT pipe with adapter R179AM

PE-Xb

ADHESIVE

ALUMINIUM

ADHESIVE

PE-Xb

PE-RT/AL/PE-RT PIPE

Maximum operating temperature

Operating pressure

Coefficient of linear expansion at  20°C

Pipe thermal conductivity

Internal roughness

Min radius of curvature without pipe curving device

95°C

10 bar

2.6·10-5 1/K

λ = 0.4 W/mK

ε = 7·10-6 m

5·Dest

PIPE	TECHNICAL	DATA
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The multi-layer PE-RT/Al/PE-RT pipe is supplied in 100m and 

200m coils packed in carton boxes, which facilitate storage 

and protect the pipe both from sunlight and accidental 

damage.

Thermal Expansion
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CODE

R977Y222

PACKAGING AND DIMENSIONS

SIzE		[mm]

16 x 2

THICKNESS	Al	[mm]

0.2

PIPE	LENGTH		[m]

100

R977Y223 16 x 2 0.2 200

R977Y232 18 x 2 0.2 100

R977Y233

R977Y242

R977Y243 20 x 2 0.2 200

20 x 2 0.2 100

18 x 2 0.2 200

ARTICLE

R977   16 x 2

DIMENSIONS

D
est

	[mm]

16

R977   18 x 2 18

R977   20 x 2 20

D
int

	[mm]

12
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16

Sp.	[mm]

2

2

2

WATER	CONTENT	
[l/m]

0.113

0.154
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MIN.	RADIUS	OF	CURVATURE	
(without	pipe	curving	unit)

80
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100
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Connections

For applications using the multi-layer PE-RT/Al/PE-RT pipes in 

radiant underfloor systems, Giacomini recommends the use of 

our R179AM adaptors, which include a section that insulates 

the aluminium from the brass fitting, preventing galvanic 

corrosion. 

Thermal Expansion

In the design and installation phases of applications with  

PE-RT/Al/PE-RT pipework, the thermal expansion must be 

taken into account.  

Thermal expansion is calculated as:

 ∆l = α · L · ∆T

 where:  ∆l = expansion [mm] 

α = coefficient of linear thermal expansion  

(0.026 [mm/mK]) 

L = pipe length  [m] 

∆T = temperature variation [K] o [°C]
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R500

The series R500 cabinets are built-in, stove-enamelled 

cabinets, designed and manufactured to allow the housing and 

inspection of manifolds. The R500 series features no less than 

four types of cabinets (A, B, C, D) in various sizes, which can 

be adapted to the different manifold dimensions.  

Manifold Cabinets

The cabinets can be equipped with R510 wall fixings, 

also  stove-enamelled, available in four versions to match 

the cabinets (A, B, C, D), which raise it 200mm from the 

unfinished floor to allow the correct accommodation of the 

pipework connected to the manifold.  

R501

The series R501 cabinets are designed for external 

installations, are inclusive of wall fixings, stove-enamelled, 

and are designed and manufactured to allow the housing and 

inspection of the manifolds. The R501 series features no 

less than four types of cabinets (A, B, C, D) in various sizes, 

which can be adapted to the different manifold dimensions.

R502

The series R502 cabinets are stove-enamelled, built-in 

cabinets inclusive of wall fixings, designed and manufactured 

to allow the housing and inspection of the manifolds.  

The R502 series features no less than four types of 

cabinets (A, B, C, D) in various sizes, which can be adapted 

to the different manifold dimensions.

TYPE

A

B

C

D

NET	USABLE	DIMENSIONS

400 x 450 x 110

600 x 450 x 110

800 x 450 x 110

1000 x 450 x 110

L	[mm]

440

640

840

1040

M	[mm]

490

490

490

490

N	[mm]

452

452

452

452

P	[mm]

112

112

112

112

single door

single door

double door

double door

TYPE

A

B

C

D

NET	USABLE	DIMENSIONS

400 x 700 x 110

600 x 700 x 110

800 x 700 x 110

1000 x 700 x 110

L	[mm]

403

603

803

1003

M	[mm]

700

700

700

700

P	[mm]

115

115

115

115

single door

single door

double door

double door

TYPE

A

B

C

D

NET	USABLE	Dimensions

400 x 650 : 720 x 110

600 x 650 : 720 x 110

800 x 650 : 720 x 110

1000 x 650 : 720 x 110

L	[mm]

440

640

840

1040

M	(min:max)
[mm]

630 : 740

630 : 740

630 : 740

630 : 740

P	[mm]

115

115

115

115

Lmax	[mm]

475

675

875

1075

single door

single door

double door

double door
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R509

In case the use of a proper cabinet is not envisaged and the 

manifold is to be installed directly in the service area, item 

R509 is available, consisting of a stove-enamelled frame 

and door to close the doorway of the service area.

R557I

The series R557I cabinets are built-in, stove-enamelled 

cabinets, designed and manufactured to allow the housing  

and inspection of the manifolds.  

The series R557I features three types of cabinets in different 

sizes adaptable to the various manifold dimensions. 

This cabinet is included in the pre-assembled R557R unit. 

R559I

The series R559I cabinets are built-in, stove-enamelled 

cabinets, designed and manufactured to allow the housing and 

inspection of the manifolds.

The series R559I features two types of cabinets in different 

sizes, which can be adapted to the various manifold dimensions.  

This cabinet is included in the pre-assembled R559 unit. 

TYPE

A

B

C

NET	USABLE	DIMENSIONS

800 x 600

1000 x 600

1200 x 600

CODE

R557RY051

R557RY052

R557RY053

L	[mm]

840

1040

1240

L	max
[mm]

860

1060

1260

M	[mm]

690

690

690

M	max
[mm]

897

897

897

N	[mm]

653

653

653

CODE

R559Y001

R559Y002

NET	USABLE	DIMENSIONS

910 x 800

1210 x 800

L	[mm]

950

1250

L	max
[mm]

970

1270

M	[mm]

840

840

M	max
[mm]

1046

1046

N	[mm]

803

803

P	[mm]

150-180

150-180

TYPE

A

B

C

D

NET	USABLE	DIMENSIONS

400 x 450

600 x 450

800 x 450

1000 x 450

L	[mm]

440

640

840

1040

M	[mm]

490

490

490

490

N	[mm]

450

450

450

450

P	[mm]

90

90

90

90

CODE

R509Y001

R509Y002

R509Y003

R509Y004
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Available In 2-12 ports

Distribution Manifold for use with circuits pre-blended to low 

underfloor heating temperatures*

Kit includes:

•  Isolating ball valves  

•  Micrometric flow adjustment (key included)

Distribution Manifolds

•  Flow meters 

•  Brackets

•  Drain and fill points

•  Air eliminators

* Kit supplied partially assembled
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Available In 2-12 ports

Mixing Manifold for use on high (85°C max) temperature 

circuits which require blending down to lower, underfloor 

heating temperature levels* 

Kit includes:

• Pump                                       

• Auto air eliminator                      

• Brackets

• Flow meters                         

Mixing Manifolds

• Thermostatic mixing valve         

• Lockshield valve

• Pressure gauge     

• Differential by-pass valve

• Adjustment key

• Temperature gauge

* Kit supplied partially assembled
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PORTS

H	[mm]

OvERALL DIMENSIONS

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450

L	[mm] 300 350 400 450 525 575 625 675 725 775 825

Modular Manifolds

Available In 2-12 ports

Distribution Manifold for use with circuits pre-blended to low 

underfloor heating temperatures*

Kit includes:

• Auto air eliminator

• Brackets

• Flow meters

• Lockshield valve

• Pressure gauge

• Adjustment key

• Temperature gauge

Just click and twist to assemble

•  Create a manifold to your own specifications

•  Add on and change the manifold at a later date

•  Stock underfloor heating cost effectively

* Kit supplied partially assembled
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The injector valve (4) and the lockshield valve (7) are the 

connection points to the primary circuit from the heat source. 

Water from the heat source, at a temperature lower than 

90°C, flows through the injector valve (4) and is pumped 

past the sensor (6) into the upper flow manifold (1), passing 

through the pipe circuits to the return manifold (2). A large 

proportion of this water is then re-circulated via the pump 

(3), past the sensor and back into the flow manifold. If the 

water temperature at the sensor is greater than the limit set 

by the thermostatic head (5), the injector valve (4) closes so 

that the water is re-circulated until it reaches a low enough 

temperature to re-open the injector valve, allowing in  

more water.

Mixing Manifold Operation

It is this process that maintains the relatively low 

temperatures required by underfloor heating. The addition of 

actuator heads to the return manifold allows the temperature 

of different rooms, or zones, to be controlled by their own 

individual thermostat or sensor.

The differential valve automatically regulates pressure 

changes within the manifold, allowing for accurate setting of 

flow rates via the flow meters.

For added safety the thermostat with immersion sensor (part 

of the PM100 wiring centre) should be fitted. This operates 

in the event of the thermostatic head (5) failing, by shutting 

down the pump (3), allowing water to pass directly from the 

injector to the lockshield valve (7) without passing through  

the circuits.

5.	Thermostatic	head

4.	Injector	
valve

7.	Lockshield	valve

6.	Sensor

2.	Return	manifold

1.	Flow	manifold

3.	Pump
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Numbers in brackets refer to diagram on page 48. 

1.  After all the final connections have been made, the 

underfloor heating circuits must be filled and pressure 

tested before the screed or wooden floor is laid.

2.  The system must now be fully bled of air.

3.  Make sure the isolation valves (4, 7) and at least one  

pump valve are shut off.

Note:	Actuators	must	not	be	fitted	at	this	stage.

4.  Connect a suitable length of hose securely to each drain 

point (9).

5.  Place one end of a hose into a half filled bucket of water. 

The other hose when connected to a water supply can be 

controlled by the drain valve (9).

6.  Shut off all flow and return valves, except for the circuit to 

be flushed.

7.  Open the drain valve (9). This allows water to flow through 

the circuit. Monitor the hose pipe in the bucket of water 

until all the air bubbles cease and the water is flowing 

freely. This will indicate all the air has been removed and 

that circuit is full of water.

8.  Maintain a visual inspection for any leaks whilst filling and 

venting each circuit.

9.  Carry out the same procedure to each circuit until the 

whole system has been flushed of air and is completely full 

of water.

10.  Once this has been completed, it is recommended that 

a pressure test to 6 bar be carried out to check the 

soundness of the system.

Mixing Manifold Underfloor Heating 
System Commissioning Procedure

 

11.  Once the pressure test has been completed, a 3 bar 

Water or 1 bar Air pressure should be maintained in the 

circuit whilst the screed or flooring is being laid.

12.  It is important the screed is absolutely dry before heat 

is applied. The screed must be left at least 20 days to 

achieve strength.

The initial flow temperature should be 20-25°C. This can be 

controlled using the thermostatic head (5) and should be 

maintained for at least 3 days. Subsequently the maximum 

design temperature shall be set and maintained for a 

further 4 days. For further guidance see BS EN 1264-4.

Note: Placing heat into a floor, which is not fully dry, can 

lead to the screed cracking.

In exceptionally cold weather precautions must be made 

against frost damage. It is not advisable to screed a floor if 

the building cannot be protected against freezing.
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Mixing Manifold Components

PORTS

H	[mm]

OvERALL DIMENSIONS

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450 450

L	[mm] 515 565 615 665 740 790 840 890 940 990 1040

1.	Upper	
flow	manifold

16.	Pressure	gauge

2.	Lower	
return	manifold

3.	Pump

4.	Injector	valve

5.	Thermostatic	head

6.	Sensor

7.	Lockshield	
valve

8.	Differential	valve

9.	Drain	
cock

10.	Temperature	gauge

11.	Flow	meters
12.	Auto	
air	vent

13.	Regulating	
valve

14.	Immersion	
sensor	pocket

15.	Extension	piece
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Mixing Manifold continued

Numbers in brackets refer to diagram on page 48.

Balancing the System

At this stage the flow and return from the heat source must be 

connected and all the necessary electrical connections made.

The Manifold can be balanced before the heat is applied.

1.  Remove all the red plastic caps and make sure the ports 

are all fully open.

2.  Open all isolation valves fully (including pump valves).

3.  Fully open thermostatic head (5).

4.  Make sure the pressure differential valve (8) is fully closed.

5.  Turn off the heat source on the boiler so that the system 

runs cold.

6.  Make sure all room thermostats are calling for heat.

7.  Turn on the electricity via the control (i.e. PM100W wiring 

centre).

8.  Set the pump to the maximum speed setting (pump will 

start up 4.5 mins after power on).

9.  With the system running, the regulating valves can now be 

adjusted. Refer to the data sheet supplied indicating the 

flow rates of each circuit.

 

10.  On the flow manifold each circuit has a regulating valve  

with a memory stop. The memory stop is a mechanical 

device that retains the calibrated position.

  The memory stop is a metallic ring that is adjusted. This 

allows a maximum opening position to be set during the 

calibration procedure.

  To calibrate the circuit, the memory stop must be 

completely opened using a screwdriver. The regulating  

valve must be completely closed.

11.  Gradually open the regulating valve until the desired 

flow rate is achieved. Then turn the memory stop until it 

reaches the new opening position.

12.  For smaller systems, the pump speed should be altered 

accordingly.

13.  When the system has been balanced, the pressure 

differential valve (8) can be set. This is done when all 

the circuits are open and the pump running. The valve 

can be slowly opened until water starts to flow through 

the valve. At this point the valve must be closed slightly, 

approximately half a turn, to stop the flow.

14.  Closing individual circuits, thus opening the pressure 

differential valve (8), can test the valve.

15.  When the system has been set, all regulating valves  

should be opened.
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Numbers in brackets refer to diagram on page 48.

Heat Commissioning

1.  Do not carry out heat commissioning for at least 21 days 

after the laying of the screed or in accordance with the 

manufacturer’s instructions. For anhydrite screeds at least 

7 days must be left before commissioning.

2.  With all the system balanced and all the actuators open, 

the boiler can be fired.

Mixing Manifold continued

Final Balancing

1.  Now that the system is operational, final checks need to be 

carried out.

2.  With the system at the correct flow temperature and all the 

circuits open, a final check must be made on the pressure 

differential valve.

3.  Make a note of the setting and then slowly open the valve 

until water can be heard or felt passing through the bypass 

pipe.

4.  Close the valve gradually until the flow of water is stopped.

5.  Each individual circuit must now be tested using the room 

thermostats.

6.  One by one, turn the room thermostats down so the 

corresponding actuators close. This is a good opportunity 

to check that each room stat closes the correct circuit.

7.  As the actuators close, the pressure differential valve 

should open allowing water to pass through.

Note: The finished floor temperatures can now be measured. 

This can be done with the aid of an infrared type temperature 

gauge. Designed floor temperatures indicated on the data 

sheet should achieve the heat required. Do not allow the 

finished floor temperatures in habitable areas (i.e. living room) 

to exceed 29°C, or 33°C in a bathroom. 

(For further information see BS EN 1264-2).

POSITION

T	(°C)

THERMOSTATIC HEAD CALIBRATION

* 1 2 3 4 5 FULL

20 23 34 45 56 67 70

 

3.  For a screed type floor system the thermostatic head 

(5) must be set on the lowest setting. The underfloor 

heating can then be gradually brought up to full working 

temperature over a period of days.

4.  The system is to be run at approximately 20-25°C for at 

least 3 days and then subsequently increase by 5°C every 

day thereafter until the design temperature is reached.  

(For further information see BS EN 1264-4.4). The 

maximum design temperature shall then be set (see table 

below for thermostatic head (5) calibration) and maintained 

for at least 4 days.
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1.	 	How	do	I	connect	my	underfloor	heating	system	to	the	
boiler?	

The underfloor heating system should be connected to the boiler through 
the manifold. The manifold controls the heat requirement for the underfloor 
system by blending hot water from the boiler with cooler returned water 
from the floor circuits. Most boilers have a high output temperature 
(80-85°C) to cater for the other heat requirements of the dwelling (e.g. hot 
water cylinder, radiators and towel rails), which means that they should not 
be connected directly to the underfloor system.

2.	 	Why	do	I	need	another	pump	on	the	manifold?

The pump circulates the water within the underfloor heating system and will 
continue to operate after the injector valve has closed and hot water is no 
longer being mixed with the return water. It is also required where the pump 
on the boiler would not achieve the required flow rates in the system.

3.	 	Where	should	the	manifold	be	positioned?

The manifold can be positioned virtually anywhere in the building, as long as 
there is enough heat output to supply the demand. However it is preferable 
to site the manifold centrally in the building to ensure pipe runs to circuits 
are kept to a minimum.

4.	 	Will	putting	carpet	over	the	underfloor	heating	have	an	
effect	on	it?

Yes, carpet will slow the heat transmission down because of its thermal 
resistance. However this should not significantly affect the overall 
performance of the system. It is important that carpeting is specified as a 
requirement during the design of the system and that the correct underlay 
is fitted; this preferably should have a tog rating of less than I.

5.	 	Will	underfloor	heating	work	with	laminate	flooring?

Yes, however care should be taken when selecting laminate underlay. The 
manufacturer’s advice should be sought regarding suitability for use with 
underfloor heating, as some laminate underlays are highly insulating.

6.	 	Can	underfloor	heating	be	installed	on	a	pressurised	
sealed	system?

Yes, it can be installed on any sealed or open vented type system.

7.	 	How	long	does	underfloor	heating	take	to	work?

Normally from cold, a typical solid floor system will take 3-5 hours to reach 
temperature. However when the system is operational, it will only lose on 
average 4°C in an 8 hour period, therefore it will only take a couple of hours 
to reach operating temperature in normal operation.

8.	 	What	type	and	thickness	of	floor	insulation	should	be	
used?

Any board type of insulation can be used. However the foiled high-density 
polyurethane foam is likely to suffer less site damage due to the high 
compressive strength. Pipe fixing staples also hold very firmly into this 
type of insulation. The thickness of insulation required is calculated to 
achieve a U-value of 0.25, which is the minimum permitted by the Building 
Regulations. Insulation thickness will therefore be different for every 
building and should be calculated when designing the building.

Underfloor Heating F.A.Q.

9.	 	What	type	of	screed	do	I	use?	

In most cases normal sharp sand and cement mix can be used for a 
standard 75mm screed. If the screed is to be less than 75mm other 
options should be considered. Advice should be sought from a screed 
manufacturer as additives and fibres can be added for additional 
strength and flexibility. For very thin screeds a special mix is required, 
however there is a possibility that the floor temperature will not be even, 
with warm strips above the pipe centres.

10.		Do	I	need	to	add	a	plasticizer	to	the	screed	mix?

No, however it is important when screeding an underfloor heating 
system that the screed envelopes the pipe fully for it to work to its full 
potential. Screed is normally installed very dry, therefore care must be 
taken to avoid air pockets around the UFH pipe. Adding a plasticizer to 
the mix can help the screed flow better, thereby avoiding air pockets. 
Screed as a wet mix should be avoided because this can cause shrinkage 
and cracking when drying out. It is advisable to seek expert advice from 
a screed manufacturer.

11.	 	What	is	the	edge	insulation	strip	for?

Edge insulation strip serves two purposes. Firstly it forms an insulation 
barrier around the floor slab and therefore prevents heat loss to 
surrounding walls. Secondly, it acts to fill the expansion gap around the 
slab, allowing the floor to expand and contract as it warms up and cools 
down.

12.		What	is	the	conduit	used	for?

On screeded installations the conduit is installed over the underfloor 
heating pipes, where they cross into adjoining rooms (generally at 
doorways). This is important because if a room is heated and an adjacent 
room is not, the floors expand in different directions and the pipe 
passing through the doorway could be damaged. The conduit pipe can 
also be used to sleeve underfloor heating pipe when it passes through an 
area that is not to be heated, e.g. under kitchen units.

13.		What	pipe	spacing	should	I	use?	

Giacomini underfloor heating systems are individually designed. Please 
refer to your design data sheet or call our design office.

14.		How	is	the	system	controlled?

Electrical actuator heads are fitted to each underfloor heating pipe 
circuit. These actuators are controlled either by a central thermostat or 
individual room thermostats, linked together with a time clock through a 
wiring centre. A weather compensation circuit may also be incorporated 
in the system to adjust for outside temperature variations.

15.		How	much	water	will	there	be	in	an	underfloor	heating	
system?	

An 18mm pipe will contain .154 litres per lin metre of pipe. In addition 
there will be an amount of water in the manifold and pump.

16.		Can	I	put	a	manifold	in	the	floor	and	feed	up?

Yes, however air locks may occur.

17.		Can	corrosion	inhibitors	be	used	in	the	system?

Yes, Giacomini recommend the use of corrosion inhibitors such as 
Sentinel 100 or Fernox MB in all systems.
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Mixing	Manifold	2-12	Ports

Code: R557MM	+	(number	of	ports	required)

Requires pipe connectors 

(number of ports x 2 plus 2 for bypass pipe: 

e.g. 5 port = 12 connectors)

Distribution	Manifold	2-12	Ports

Code: R553DM	+	(number	of	ports	required)

Requires pipe connectors 

(number of ports x 2: 

e.g. 5 port = 10 connectors)

Pipe	Connectors

Code: R179	X094 15mm pipe

Code: R179	X075 16mm pipe

Code: R179	X080 17mm pipe

Code: R179	X084 18mm pipe

Code: R179	X090 20mm pipe

Mixing and Distribution Manifolds
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Modular	Manifold	Return	End	Pieces

Code: R53	VTY006

Requires pipe connectors

Modular	Manifold	Flow	End	Pieces		
with	Flow	Meter

Code: R53	MTY006

Requires pipe connectors

Modular	Manifold	Flow	Single	Port		
with	Flow	Meter

Code: R53	MMY006

Requires pipe connectors

Modular	Manifold	Return	Single	Port

Code: R53	VMY006

Requires pipe connectors

Modular	Manifold	Brackets	(pair)

Code: R588	FY001

Modular Manifolds
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Pump	Set	and	Thermostatic	Control	for	
use	with	Modular	Mixing	Manifold

Code: R557	PS

End	Piece	for	use	with		
Modular	Mixing	Manifold

Code: R554	DY005

Differential	By-Pass	Valve	for		
Modular	Mixing	Manifold

Code: R147	Y004

Drain	Part	for	Modular	Mixing	Manifold

Code: R554	CY005

Manifold Components
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Thermostatic	Valve	for	use	with	
Modular	Mixing	Manifold

Code: R402 DX004

Lockshield	Valve	for	use	with		
Modular	Mixing	Manifold

Code: R15 AX004

End	Piece	for		
Modular	Distribution	Manifold

Code: R554 BY005

Isolation	Valves	for	use	with		
Modular	Distribution	Valves

Code: R2592 X007

Manifold Components
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Wiring	Centre	for	use	with	Mixing	
Manifold	c/w	Overheat	Sensor

Code: PM100	Y003

Wall	Mounted	Thermostat		
for	use	with	PM100W

Code: RMT230

Wall	Mounted	Thermostat	
Programmable	5-2	day	Timer		
for	use	with	PM100W

Code: TP5000

Wall	Mounted	Tamper	Proof	Thermostat	
for	use	with	PM100	or	Direct	Acting	

Code: RMT	230TP

Code: RET	with	Slab	Sensor	(230v)

Thermostats and Electrical Components
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Wall	Mounted	Thermostat	for	use	with	
Distribution	Manifold	(230v)

Code: RET	230L

Code: RET	230LA	with	Slab	Sensor

Wall	Mounted	Wireless	Thermostat	for	
use	with	MM	and	DM

Code: RF1 

Electrical	Actuator	Normally	Closed	
230v	to	fit	MM	and	DM

Code: R473	VX101

Electrical	Actuator	Normally	Closed	
24v	to	fit	MM	&	DM

Code: R473	X102

Thermostats and Electrical Components
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Pipe

Code: PE-X	 R996

Code: PE-RT	 R978

Code: PE-X/AI/PE-X	Multi-Layer	R999

Code: Pb	 R986

Floating	Floor	Panel	
1.2	x	1.2	m2

Code: FFP1	(50mm)

Code: FFP2	(30mm)

Aluminium	Diffuser	Plate	
390mm	x	1000mm

Code: DP	001

Plastic	Pipe	Staples	
Box	500

Code: PCLIP	40mm

Code: PCLIP	60mm

Pipe and Accessories
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Pipe	Bend	Former

Code: SLBM	100

Portable	Pipe	De-Coiler

Code: R865	Y001

Clip	Gun

Code: R863	Y001

Accessories
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Terms and Conditions

Product specifications in this brochure should only be used as a guide.  

Giacomini UK Ltd reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice  

and cannot be held responsible for any errors.

Giacomini	s.p.a.,	Lake	Orta,	Italy.
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